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FULL SERVICE DATA
CENTERS THAT ARE
CONVENIENT FOR YOUR
BUSINESS.
As power prices have skyrocketed and
the adoption of cloud-based computing
has exploded, the need for servers has escalated to levels that have scaled beyond
the traditional server room. It is critical
that servers are online and operational
24/7. Not only have power costs impacted the bottom line, power failures result
in unaccounted for and unrecoverable
down time. Housing server infrastructure in a specialized facility has become
the smart business decision. Why build
when you can use our wholly owned &
operated centers?

ALWAYS ACCESSIBLE

ALWAYS ON

Moving your servers to an Atlantech
data center means they are not down the
hall any more - but they are still in the
neighborhood and you can visit them
any hour of any day you wish. And if
you can’t make it over, we are staffed 24/7
and can augment the efforts of your IT
staff without busting the budget. Why
drive out to the country when all you
need is right here in town?

Earthquakes. Hurricanes. Severe Winter
Weather. Strained Power Grid. Recent
headlines reveal realistic threats to ongoing business operations. Investing in a
facility that can protect against these real
threats is expensive. That is why housing operations in a facility built specifically to mitigate such threats makes great
business sense. If your servers aren’t
on… you’re not open.

CONNECTIVITY

POWER/COOLING

SECURITY

Both facilities are on metro fiber
rings with diverse entrances. The
Atlantech Online network connects
directly to 90+ networks. Over 800
Gbps of throughput is available on
our network.

Ample power available with PDU
and UPS infrastructure provided to
your secure cabinet. On site diesel
generators enable Atlantech facilities to be self-reliant in event of extended utility outages. Cooling configuration is optimized to eliminate
hot spots.

Atlantech Online has been operating data centers since 1995. Our facilities are SSAE 16 audited. Physical access is managed by a biometric
scanner and monitored under the
watchful eye of an archived IP camera network.

